Introduction
============

Over evolutionary time intron loss has occurred in virtually all organisms with spliced genes ([@evw148-B25]; [@evw148-B29]; [@evw148-B39]). However, the mechanisms underlying intron loss remain poorly understood. Currently, the most widely accepted mechanism of intron loss is a reverse transcriptase (RT)-mediated model (also called the cDNA-mediated model by some authors, e.g. [@evw148-B39], or simply retroprocessing). Under this model, a processed (spliced) mRNA is reverse transcribed and the resulting intron-free cDNA integrates into the genome by homologous recombination ([fig. 1](#evw148-F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@evw148-B16]; [@evw148-B13]; [@evw148-B34]; [@evw148-B8]). [Fig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Integration of mitochondrial gene sequences through a cDNA intermediate. The central panel shows a gene with four introns and eight edited sites. Following splicing and RNA editing, the mRNA sequence is reverse transcribed and through homologous recombination it replaces the original gene completely. Variation A shows how partial recombination replaces only part of the original sequence. Variation B shows how partial RNA editing and incomplete splicing followed by retrotranscription and homologous recombination may produce a gene where some edited sites and introns remain. The figure is modified from [@evw148-B22].

Although reverse transcription has been widely invoked in discussions of gene evolution, reports of cDNA production *in vivo* are extremely rare ([@evw148-B13]; [@evw148-B14]; [@evw148-B39]). Indirect evolutionary evidence supporting the RT-mediated model of intron loss has been found, however, in different groups. One of the predictions of this model is a positional bias of intron loss towards the 3′-end of genes, consistent with the fact that reverse transcription starts at the 3′-end and that the reverse transcriptase tends to dissociate prematurely from the template, without reaching the mRNA 5′-end ([@evw148-B54]). This 3′-bias has been found in some organisms, but not in others ([@evw148-B34]). A second piece of evidence comes from an apparent association between losses of multiple adjacent introns and a higher rate of intron-less pseudogene production (that may also be created by intron-less cDNAs), observations that are both consistent with a RT-mediated intron loss model. As in the first case, empirical evidence is inconclusive, with some groups showing a clear tendency to lose adjacent introns, and not others, reviewed by [@evw148-B55], [@evw148-B56]).

Intron content varies greatly among plant mitochondria. Comparative analyses of different plant lineages indicate a high rate of intron gain and loss early in land-plant evolution, with subsequent stabilization in descendant lineages ([@evw148-B36]). In angiosperms, most of the variation in mitochondrial intron content is not caused by intron loss, but by an overall higher frequency of gene loss and presumably transfer to the nucleus. A number of lineage-specific intron losses have, however, been detected, and multiple losses were recently found in the genus *Geranium* ([@evw148-B40]). In addition, a few genes (e.g., *nad*1 and *cox*2) seem to have a very dynamic evolutionary history, with frequent intron loss among angiosperm groups ([@evw148-B20]; [@evw148-B25]; [@evw148-B23]).

Comparative analyses of mitochondrial genomes seem to indicate that some genes/lineages are particularly labile with respect to intron content. The few cases in which intron loss have been studied in plant mitochondrial genomes do suggest the presence of a RT-mediated mechanism, although a model of intron loss through horizontal gene transfer and gene conversion has been proposed recently as being a more likely explanation of intron loss in angiosperm mitochondria ([@evw148-B23]), thus questioning the extent of involvement of retroprocessing in intron loss in this organelle.

Plant mitochondrial transcripts are subject to frequent RNA editing. Thus, besides from producing intron-less genes an RT-mediated mechanism has been used to explain loss of RNA editing in plant mitochondrial (and plastid) genes ([@evw148-B17]; [@evw148-B6]; [@evw148-B43]; [@evw148-B45]; [@evw148-B18]; [@evw148-B11]). Reverse transcription of a processed (edited) mRNA produces a cDNA copy that differs in its edited sites from the original gene, and recombination with a cDNA converts the genomic sequence from one that requires editing to one that does not ([fig. 1](#evw148-F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@evw148-B39]). Thus, a positive correlation between loss of introns and loss of edited sites supports the TR-mediated model of intron loss.

Evidence that retroprocessing is acting in plant mitochondria comes mostly from the lycophyte *Isoetes engelmannii* (which represents the oldest extant split of vascular plants), where simultaneous absence of RNA editing and introns was found in three gene sequences (*cox*2, *nad*1, and *nad*4; [@evw148-B18]). Similarly, the *rps*3 gene in some conifers is also intron-less and associated with a loss of editing at numerous sites ([@evw148-B45]), and the entire mitochondrial genome of *Welwitschia* has experienced a massive loss of both edited sites and *cis*-spliced introns ([@evw148-B21]). Within the angiosperms RT-mediated intron loss has also been proposed but examples are less well documented (e.g., [@evw148-B40]), and the RT-mediated model has been rejected in a recent study evaluating the mechanism of intron loss in the *cox*2 gene in *Magnolia* ([@evw148-B23]).

All studies addressing intron loss in plant mitochondria share the same weakness, as they are based on only one gene (or intron) in a single species, or on a small sample of a few closely related species. In this paper, we present a detailed study of intron loss for 22 plant mitochondrial introns (out of the 19--25 introns present in the typical angiosperm mitochondrial genome) in 31 species representing all 14 families of the order Alismatales (Monocotyledons). This order was chosen because we previously observed some correlation between intron presence/absence and the occurrence of edited sites ([@evw148-B11]). Remarkably, in the current study, we have detected an unusually high degree of variation in the intron content among members of this group, spanning all the variation known in the mitochondrial genomes of all other angiosperms. Some families within the group display a typical angiosperm intron content, whereas others reveal different degrees of intron loss, including the most intron-poor angiosperm species found so far. In this study, we present evidence that an RT-mediated model is able to explain most cases of intron loss within Alismatales.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Plant Material, Sequencing, and Assembly
----------------------------------------

We included mitochondrial genome data for 31 species within the Alismatales, 29 of which are reported in this paper for first time; two represent previously published mitochondrial genomes, *Spirodela polyrhiza* ([@evw148-B53]) and *Butomus umbellatus* ([@evw148-B9]). Our taxon sampling includes members for all families within the order.

About 454 Titanium series libraries were constructed for mitochondrial DNA of three taxa: *Zostera marina, Stratiotes aloides*, and *Potamogeton natans* following the protocol of [@evw148-B9]. Library construction and sequencing was carried out at the National High-throughput DNA Sequencing Centre at the University of Copenhagen in a quarter of plate for each. About 454 reads were assembled in Newbler v. 2.3 using default parameters. Twenty-six Illumina libraries were obtained from the MonAToL project (see [@evw148-B47] for details). Details about taxon sampling can be found in [@evw148-B42] and [@evw148-B47].

Local databases were created with all assembled contigs. Contigs including mitochondrial genes were identified by BLAST using as a template all the cDNAs extracted from the mitochondrial genome of *B. umbellatus* (NC021399), *S. polyrhiza* (NC017840), and *Liriodendron tulipifera* (KC821969), and annotated manually in Geneious ver. 6.1 ([@evw148-B27]). In addition, Illumina reads were mapped against the *Butomus* and the *Liriodendron* mitochondrial genome using Bowtie ver. 7.1.0. This was useful where complete genes and/or introns were not present in the assembled contigs.

To construct a phylogeny including representatives of other angiosperm groups, mitochondrial protein-coding genes where extracted from 26 published complete mitochondrial genomes. Gene matrices were constructed for each protein-coding gene and aligned based on translations using MUSCLE ([@evw148-B15]).

Estimation of Edited Sites
--------------------------

To empirically identify edited sites, we compared DNA sequences with available transcriptome data from seven members of Alismatales: *Posidonia australis, Sagittaria latifolia, Triglochin maritima*, and *Pistia stratiotes*, all obtained from the MonAToL project (<http://www.botany.wisc.edu/monatol/welcome.htm>), and *S. polyrhiza* (SRR497624), *Elodea nuttalli* (ERR062145, ERR062146, and ERR062147), and *Z. marina* (SRX021650) downloaded from the SRA database. Transcriptome data were mapped against our taxon specific DNA reference sequences. Whenever a C to T change was found in a taxon, this position was annotated as being edited in the matrix. As we do not have transcriptome data for all taxa and all genes (*nad4L* is missing from all transcriptomes), this strategy does not identify all edited sites (especially for taxa outside Alismatales). Thus, we complemented the results from empirical observations by using the program Prep-Mt ([@evw148-B35]) to further predict presence of edited sites within the dataset.

Phylogenetic Analyses
---------------------

In all phylogenetic analyses, the edited sites were excluded. Maximum-likelihood (ML) trees were obtained for each individual gene as well as for a concatenated matrix including all 20 mitochondrial genes. ML trees were obtained using the program RAxML (ver. 7.2.8) with the GTR + gamma model, and 1,000 replicates of rapid bootstrapping ([@evw148-B51]). The ML tree obtained from the concatenated matrix was used for character mapping as well as for correlation analyses.

Testing the Correlation between the Numbers of Edited Sites and the Presence of Introns
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used a model of continuous random walk implemented in the program BayesTraits v. 2 ([@evw148-B33]) to test the correlation between numbers of edited sites and presence of introns. This program uses Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to derive posterior distributions and ML to obtain point estimates of the parameters of statistical models, and the values of traits at ancestral nodes of phylogenies. BayesTraits allows the analysis of continuous characters using a generalized least squares (GLS) approach where the non-independence among the species is accounted for by reference to a matrix of the expected covariance among species. This matrix is derived from the phylogenetic tree. The model estimates the covariance of changes between pairs of traits, to test for correlation. In a MCMC framework, tests of likelihood often rely on Bayes factors. The logic of Bayes factors is similar to a likelihood test, but instead of comparing the ML between two models, the harmonic means of the likelihoods are compared ([@evw148-B33]). In this context, a Bayes factor \> 5 is considered strong evidence for rejecting the model with fewer parameters, which in this case is one of the independence between characters (presence/absence of introns vs. number of edited RNA sites).

The analyses were done in three different ways: (a) genome-based analyses, comparing frequency of edited sites in the genes that usually include introns in angiosperm mitochondria with the proportion of introns (both *cis-* and *trans*-spliced) present in each taxa compared with the ancestor of monocots + eudicots; (b) gene-based analyses, where correlation between edited site frequency and intron content was calculated for each individual gene; and (c) intron-based analyses, where the correlation was tested for each intron coded as a binary character (absence/presence) against the number of edited sites in the two adjacent exons. As there are no differences in gene length among taxa (the few gap columns in the alignments where not included in the analyses), the total number of edited sites is essentially reflecting the editing frequency at both adjacent exons. The *ccm*Fc gene was not included in the analyses partly because we were not able to empirically determine edited sites using transcriptome data, and partly due to alignment problems within Alismatales, making assignment of homologous edited sites dubious. Genes coding for ribosomal proteins were also excluded because *rpl*2 and *rps*10 are only rarely present in Alismatales, and *rps*3 seems to be degenerated in some species of this group (data not shown).

For all correlations, we used a MCMC of 1,100,000 iterations with a burn-in of 10,000 iterations, uniform priors, and a single tree; the ML tree obtained from the mitochondrial data excluding edited sites (see above). Bayes factors were obtained by comparing the harmonic mean from an analysis where both characters are allowed to change independently, against the harmonic mean from an analysis where both characters are forced to evolve in a correlated manner.

Mapping of Edited Sites and Presence of Introns
-----------------------------------------------

Intron loss was mapped on the ML mitochondrial tree using Dollo optimization, which is based on the assumption that a complex character that has been lost during evolution of a particular lineage cannot be regained ([@evw148-B46]). Similarly, Dollo optimization was used to identify branches where major changes in editing frequency occurred (somewhat arbitrarily considering a major drop to have occurred when the number of edited sites is reduced to less than 50% of the edited sites present in the most recent common ancestor, MRCA).

In the mapping analysis, we considered a simultaneous loss of intron(s) and edited sites as evidence of a RT-meditated model of intron loss, if (a) the edited sites are adjacent to the intron position and (b) the edited sites lost constitute at least 50% of the edited sites present in at least one of the flanking exons in the intron-bearing MRCA.

Results
=======

Intron Presence is Highly Variable within Alismatales with Several Introns Lost in Parallel
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mitochondrial genome of flowering plants typically contains between 19 and 25 introns ([table 1](#evw148-T1){ref-type="table"}). However, the present study shows that there is more variation in intron content within the order Alismatales than among all other angiosperms. Intron content within the sampled Alismatales ranged from 12 to 22 introns. In particular, some members of families Alismataceae and Hydrocharitaceae are exceptionally depauperate in *cis*-spliced mitochondrial introns ([table 1](#evw148-T1){ref-type="table"}). Mapping the presence/absence of introns onto a phylogeny including 31 members of Alismatales reveals that most *cis*-spliced introns were lost in parallel in these two families ([table 1 and](#evw148-T1){ref-type="table"} [fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The most extreme cases of intron loss are found in the Hydrocharitaceae, where only six *cis*-spliced introns are retained in *Enhalus*, *Thalassia* and *Halophila*. In contrast, no *trans*-spliced intron was found to be missing within Alismatales. [Fig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Mapping of intron loss in Alismatales. Triangles represent an intron loss, and rectangles represent a loss \>50% of edited sites in the adjacent exons to the intron indicated. Colors represent different introns, as specified in the figure. For simplicity, Alismatales families other than Aponogetonaceae (APO), Alismataceae (ALI), Butomaceae (BUT), and Hydrocharitaceae (HYD) are not shown in the tree. Table 1Mitochondrial Intron Content in Different Angiosperm Groups. Cells in Grey Indicate Gene Absence. The Total Number of Introns is Given for Whole Mitochondrial Genomes, and Plant Species are Sorted by Order. GenBank Data from Complete Mitogenomes Harvested March 2015. For Species of Alismatales Gene Sequences are Deposited in GenBank Under Accession nos. KU642045--KU642059, KU642204--KU642232, KX254028--KX254102, KX272887--KX272933 and KX363594--KX363635.![](evw148t1.jpg)![](evw148t1a.jpg)

Five introns (*nad*4i976, *nad*7i676, *cox*2i373, *cox*2i691, and *nad*1i477) previously reported as lacking in some angiosperms ([@evw148-B28]) are also all lacking in some members of Alismatales. We also found that additional introns previously considered universally present in the seed plants are lacking in some Alismatales (*ccm*Fci829, *nad*2i156, *nad*2i1282, *nad*5i1872, *nad*7i140, *nad*7i209, and *nad*7i917). Surprisingly, five of these otherwise universally present introns were lost not only once but also several times within the group ([fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Strong Correlation between Intron Loss and Removal of Edited Sites Supports Retroprocessing
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether a RT-mediated model can explain intron loss in Alismatales, we can test for correlation between the occurrence of introns and edited sites. Under this model, intronless genes that also contain the edited nucleotide state will be produced, eliminating the need for editing in the retroprocessed gene. In this study, we used a combination of empirical evidence (transcriptome data) and computational methods (Prep-Mt, [@evw148-B35]) to predict edited sites for all mitochondrial genes. Approximately 85% of the edited sites are supported by empirical data. In [figure 3](#evw148-F3){ref-type="fig"}, the location of introns and edited sites in the *nad*7 gene is shown for the all taxa of Alismatales and similar maps of the remaining genes are included as [supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) ([supplementary figs. S2--S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). Our results clearly show a near 10-fold difference in editing frequency among taxa within Alismatales, ranging from 496 sites in 21 mitochondrial genes in *Triantha* to only 51 sites in *Halophila* ([fig. 4](#evw148-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). [Fig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Distribution of introns and edited sites in the *nad*7 gene in members of Alismatales. Rectangles represent exons and black triangles represent *cis*-spliced introns. Vertical lines inside exons represent edited sites. Horizontal lines joining exons indicate the lack of introns. [Fig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---Number of edited sites in 21 mitochondrial genes in members of the order Alismatales. Horizontal bars indicate number of edited sites for each taxon in the phylogeny. Values above branches in the phylogenetic tree indicate number of *cis*-spliced introns lost in that branch, as obtained from our mapping analyses. The phylogenetic tree has been pruned from the ML tree of 46 angiosperm taxa based on 20 mitochondrial genes.

When correlations are evaluated using total number of introns (with the exception of *ccm*Fci829 and introns present in ribosomal genes; see Materials and Methods section) against the number of edited sites in the intron-bearing genes, a Bayes factor of 18 is obtained, indicating very strong evidence for correlation between intron presence and editing frequency. This result indicates that species with low intron content also have a low editing frequency, but is silent concerning the processes affecting individual genes. Therefore, we also performed gene-by-gene correlations, finding a strong correlation for *nad*7 and *cox*2 and, to a lesser extent, for *nad*1 and *nad*5 ([table 2](#evw148-T2){ref-type="table"}). In general, genes carrying *trans*-spliced introns showed a lower correlation between intron presence and editing status (*nad*1, *nad*2, and *nad*5). This is hardly surprising, because it is not clear whether it is possible to lose *trans*-spliced introns, once they are established. Table 2Correlation between Intron Numbers and Edited Sites Frequencies for Individual Genes. Bayes Factors (BF) Were Obtained Using BayesTraits and by Comparing Harmonical Means Between a Model Where Both Characters are Independent Against a More Complex Model Where Both Characters Evolve in a Correlated Manner. In this Context, a BF \> 5 is Considered to be Evidence of Correlation, and BF \> 10 as Strong Evidence of Correlation ([@evw148-B33])*cox*2*nad*1*nad*2*nad*4*nad*5*nad*7allBF13.28.13.35.84.41818

To remove the confounding signal created by *trans*-spliced introns, and to test whether *cis*-spliced introns in a single gene could have been removed by a RT-mediated mechanism, we tested for correlation between intron presence/absence and the number of edited sites in the two adjacent exons. Strong correlation was found in seven of the 11 cases of intron loss tested here ([table 3](#evw148-T3){ref-type="table"}). Within the same gene, heterogeneity in the correlation between intron presence and editing frequency was found. For example, in *cox*2, the lack of *cox*2i373 is independent of editing frequencies (not supporting a RT-mediated model for intron removal), whereas the lack of *cox*2i691 shows a very strong correlation with editing status in the adjacent exons (supporting retroprocessing). The same phenomenon is seen in *nad*7, where *nad*7i209 seems to have been removed by a different mechanism than the adjacent intron *nad*7i676. Table 3Correlation between Intron Presence and Edited Sites Frequencies in Adjacent Exons. Bayes Factors (BF) Were Obtained Using BayesTraits and by Comparing Harmonical Means Between a Model Where Both Characters are Independent Against a More Complex Model Where Both Characters Evolve in a Correlated Manner. In this Context, a BF \> 5 is Considered to be Evidence of Correlation, and BF \> 10 as Strong Evidence of Correlation ([@evw148-B33])*cox*2i373*cox*2i691*nad*1i477*nad*2i156*nad*2i1282*nad*4i976*nad*5i1872*nad*7i140*nad*7i209*nad*7i676*nad*7i917BF0.430.821.90.813.513.812.96.7126.816.2

Character Mapping Reveals 27 Cases Where Edited Sites and Introns Where Lost Simultaneously
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To obtain a detailed picture of the frequency of retroprocessing in Alismatales, we optimized all instances of intron loss and reduced editing frequency in the adjacent exons on a phylogeny of the group ([fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"}). As intron loss occurs only in Alismataceae and Hydrocharitaceae, we show only the clade comprising these families plus *Butomus* (Butomaceae), plus *Aponogeton* (Aponogetonaceae) as the sister group ([fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The complete phylogeny including all taxa used in this study is shown in [supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) ([Supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). We used Dollo optimization for the loss of introns, meaning than once an intron is lost it cannot be regained ([@evw148-B32]; [@evw148-B46]). Dollo optimization does not strictly apply to editing frequencies, as a gain of edited sites is not an uncommon event, although it occurs at a significantly lower rate than loss. However, it has been shown that the gain of edited sites follows a scattered pattern in the mitochondrial genome ([@evw148-B43]; [@evw148-B10]), making the likelihood of gaining a series of edited sites in adjacent positions very small.

Our results show that the history of intron loss in the two families is complex (detailed descriptions of the behavior of each individual gene may be found in [supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1), [Supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). When all evidence is considered, we found 27 instances of intron loss associated with loss of edited sites in one or both the adjacent exons ([table 4](#evw148-T4){ref-type="table"}), supporting a RT-mediated model for intron removal. However, in seven instances, introns were removed without affecting the adjacent edited sites, and a different mechanism may need to be invoked to explain intron loss ([table 5](#evw148-T5){ref-type="table"}). Table 4Cases of Intron Loss in Alismatales Supporting the RT-Mediated ModelIntronGroupES lost/total[^a^](#evw148-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}ES 3[^b^](#evw148-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}ES 5[^c^](#evw148-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}Retroprocessing max size (nt)[^d^](#evw148-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}Retroprocessing min size (nt)[^e^](#evw148-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}*ccm*Fci829*Hydrocharis*15/1896680412*cox*2i691Alismataceae8/1262226162*cox*2i691*Lagarosiphon*12/12102499399*cox*2i691*Hydrilla-Enhalus*9/1281281265*nad*1i477*Hydrocleys-Limnocharis*7/716273249*nad*1i477*Hydrilla-Enhalus*5/514273231*nad*1i477*Caldesia*3/51218363*nad*1i477*Helanthium*2/50227363*nad*2i1282*Nechamandra-Vallisneria*6/615754206*nad*2i1282*Halophila-Enhalus*6/615754206*nad*4i976*Helanthium-Echinodorus*28/301218910788*nad*4i976*Caldesia*18/26216410270*nad*4i976*Hydrocleys*21/301011574532*nad*4i976*Halophila-Enhalus*5/5n.a5936\>421[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*4i976*Nechamandra-Vallisneria*4/5n.a4909\>396[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*4i976*Hydrilla*4/5n.a4909\>396[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*5i1872*Halophila-Enhalus*13/1376541467*nad*5i1872*Vallisneria*7/131636794*nad*7i140*Lagarosiphon*5/55n.a212\>143[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*7i140*Hydrilla*5/6321143\>207[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*7i140*Halophila-Enhalus*6/642210171*nad*7i140*Nechamandra-Vallisneria*2/6021098\>75[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*7i209*Hydrilla*2/22n.a1143\>68[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*7i209*Nechamandra-Vallisneria*2/22n.a1098\>68[^f^](#evw148-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*7i676Alismataceae18/19126520499*nad*7i917*Hydrilla-Enhalus*9/1354793244*nad*7i917*Echinodorus*5/613716189[^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8] Table 5Cases of Intron Loss in Alismatales that Do Not Support the RT-Mediated ModelIntronGroupES lost/total[^a^](#evw148-TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}Distance 5'(nt)[^b^](#evw148-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}Distance 3'(nt)[^b^](#evw148-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}*ccm*Fci829*Helanthium*0/18337366*cox*2i373Alismatids[^c^](#evw148-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}0/1410559*nad*2i156*Ranalisma-Sagittaria*3/12969*nad*2i156*Lagarosiphon*0/18960*nad*2i156*Hydrilla-Enhalus*0/39201*nad*7i140*Hydrocleys-Limnocharis*0/7756*nad*7i676Hydrocharitaceae excl. *Stratiotes*3/1544845[^9][^10][^11]

Furthermore, we found cases where editing frequency dropped without affecting intron presence. In at least 10 instances, this reduction in the number of edited sites occurred adjacent to a *trans*-spliced intron, most commonly in exons 2 and 3 of *nad*2 ([fig. 3](#evw148-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S2--S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1), [Supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). However, to our knowledge, no *trans*-spliced intron has been reported missing, either in Alismatales or in any other angiosperm. There are also a number of cases where edited sites have been lost, but the *cis*-spliced intron remains, particularly within *nad*4 ([fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1), [Supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). In some of these examples, introns have been lost subsequently.

Phylogenetic Position of *Najas*
--------------------------------

One potential source of error in our character mapping is the position of *Najas* in the phylogeny. The position of *Najas* in a clade with other members of the Hydrocharitaceae is strongly supported here, but is in conflict with the position suggested by a total evidence analysis and data from the plastid genome ([@evw148-B42]; [@evw148-B47]). In some genes, *Najas* shows a different pattern of editing and intron presence than the other members of the clade, and this may inflate the estimated number of retroprocessing events if *Najas* is misplaced, as a number of parallel retroprocessing events in *nad*2, *nad*4, and *nad*7 need to be inferred under the Dollo scheme to explain the observed pattern ([fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"}). An alternative hypothesis would be that *Najas* actually gained introns and/or edited sites, which seems highly implausible. In order to evaluate whether *Najas* could have gained edited sites and an intron by horizontal gene transfer, we tested recombination in the *nad*7 gene using the software 3seq ([@evw148-B5]). This analysis indicates 13 cases of chimeric sequences in our dataset, one in *Najas* with a minimum recombinant region of 183 nucleotides spanning exons 1 and 2 (data not shown). However, this result is a direct consequence of the number of edited sites, and when the analysis is repeated using a matrix with edited sites excluded, no sequence triplet was found significant for recombination (data not shown). Similarly, no chimeric sequences were found when the *nad*2 gene was analyzed edited sites excluded, indicating that our results here are not affected by possible horizontal transfer, which may occur in the mitochondria of other plant groups.

Extent of Retroprocessing in the Mitochondrial Genome---Are Other Genes Affected?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If retroprocessing occurred at high rates in members of Alismatales, the effect would obviously not be limited to intron-bearing genes. To investigate whether this is the case, we determined edited sites for all mitochondrial genes in Alismatales, and mapped their history on the phylogeny. Ribosomal genes were not included in the analysis because most of them are lacking in Alismatales, and the few that are present show evidence of pseudogenization in some species (data not shown).

As with intron-bearing genes, many other genes seem to have lost their edited sites in members of Alismataceae and Hydrocharitaceae ([fig. 4](#evw148-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) online). This is in contrast with the more typical pattern of editing in the remaining 12 families in Alismatales. In fact, our analyses indicate that some members of Hydrocharitaceae have the lowest reported numbers of edited sites in all angiosperms.

Discussion
==========

Although intron loss is known in a few mitochondrial genes in some angiosperms groups (e.g., *Silene*), massive loss of mitochondrial introns has hitherto only been reported from *Geranium* and species of *Viscum*, where the loss in the latter is associated with complete gene loss ([@evw148-B40]; [@evw148-B41]; [@evw148-B49]). With regard to the number of introns retained in the mitochondrial genome, our data are comparable with those from *Geranium*, where only nine introns (five *trans*-spliced, four *cis*-spliced) were found ([@evw148-B40]). The loss of introns seems to be associated with a reduction in numbers of edited sites. Among non-angiosperm seed plants, a similar case has been reported from *Welwitschia* with 10 introns (seven *trans*-spliced, three *cis*-spliced) retained and coupled with a strongly reduced number of edited sites ([@evw148-B21]). Although both cases may represent examples of RT-mediated intron loss, this was not an aspect explored in any of the two studies.

In the Alismatales, we observe that members of both Alismataceae and Hydrocharitaceae have experienced massive losses of introns, too. But an intron-poor mitochondrial genome is not an ancestral condition in either of these families; rather losses occurred several times independently in nested groups within each family. Our results from detailed analyses of correlation between intron loss and loss of edited sites support an RT-mediated model, which can explain many (but not all) of the cases of intron loss in Alismatales. Our results also point to retroprocessing as having been particularly active in the families Alismataceae and Hydrocharitaceae, but not in the other members of Alismatales. However, the biological reasons for this difference among clades remain unknown. The RT-mediated model cannot readily, however, explain all instances of intron loss, and in the more some cases, as for example, in *cox*2, more than one mechanism of intron loss may need to be invoked to explain the loss of adjacent introns within a gene. An alternative model of intron loss is genomic deletion, but in this case, the intron will usually be cut imprecisely, altering the intron--exon borders. Although imperfect intron cuts altering the intron--exon border by many amino acids would not be seen, as they presumably should be removed by selection, cuts causing indels of only one or a few amino acids may very well be conserved. However, no evidence of such imprecise intron cuts was found here for any of the intron losses where the RT-mediated model is not supported. Additionally, it has been proposed that introns can be lost by local gene conversion after an intron-lacking exogenous gene copy is integrated in the mitochondrial genome by horizontal transfer ([@evw148-B23]).

We found only one case, involving *atp*9 in *Tofieldia*, where a gene is duplicated and one of the copies clearly is of exogenous origin (data not shown). However, this gene does not possess introns, and, therefore, has not been included in our analyses of intron loss. Although small gene fragments of obviously exogenous origin were found in our Illumina libraries, it is not clear whether they are integrated into the mitochondrial genome (usually these gene fragments have very low coverage, suggesting that they could represent contamination or nuclear copies). In any case, none of these gene fragments spans more than a small piece of a single exon, and no evidence of recombination between these small pieces and the native gene was found. Therefore, we are inclined to believe that horizontal transfer is not causing intron loss in Alismatales.

*Trans*-Spliced Introns
-----------------------

No *trans*-spliced intron has been reported missing in Alismatales or any other angiosperm, raising questions about how retroprocessing and/or gene conversion might affect this kind of intron. One possible explanation lies in the manner in which processed genes (or parts thereof) are reinserted into the genome. This is generally believed to require homologous recombination, which is active and frequent in the plant mitochondrial genome ([@evw148-B2]; [@evw148-B12]). In order to remove the intron in a *cis*-spliced gene by homologous recombination, crossovers must take place on either side of the intron ([@evw148-B16]), which is clearly not possible in a *trans*-spliced intron. However, we did find sequences flanking *trans*-spliced introns that seem to have experienced retroprocessing, as inferred by the simultaneous loss of a considerable number of edited sites ([table 6](#evw148-T6){ref-type="table"}). Examples of this include six sites upstream from *nad*1i394 lost in Alismataceae and in *Nechamandra* and *Vallisneria*, five sites downstream from *nad*1i728 in *Hydrilla*, 13 edited sites upstream from *nad*2i709 in some Hydrocharitaceae, nine edited sites upstream from *nad*2i709 in *Sagittaria* and *Echinodorus*, 14 sites upstream from *nad*5i1477 in some members of Hydrocharitaceae, and seven sites upstream from *nad*5i1477 in *Hydrocleys*. Given the large number of adjacent edited sites removed simultaneously, we believe that these cases support a localized variant of the RT-mediated model (see below). Table 6Areas Close to a *Trans*-Spliced Intron Showing a Significant Reduction of Edited Sites*Trans*-spliced intronGroupES lost/ES total[^a^](#evw148-TF10){ref-type="table-fn"}Position[^b^](#evw148-TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}*nad*1i394*Vallisneria-Nechamandra*6/7Upstream*nad*1i394Alismataceae6/7Upstream*nad*1i728*Hydrilla*10/12Downstream*nad*2i542*Ottelia*13/15Upstream*nad*2i542*Ottelia*3/3Downstream*nad*2i542*Hydrilla-Enhalus*14/15Upstream*nad*2i542*Sagittaria*8/9Upstream*nad*2i542*Helanthium*8/9Upstream*nad*5i1455*Hydrilla-Enhalus*16/21Upstream*nad*5i1477*Hydrocleys*7/8Downstream[^12][^13]

Variants of the RT-Mediated Model
---------------------------------

Although our data provide evidence supporting a RT-mediated model in 27 cases of intron loss, there are variants of the model that should be considered. The most straightforward scenario involves the insertion of a complete and fully edited gene copy, in which case all introns and all edited sites will be removed simultaneously ([fig. 1](#evw148-F1){ref-type="fig"}). This leads to the processed copy either replacing the native gene copy, or the co-existence of both copies in the genome. We did not find evidence of coexistence of a full-length processed paralog and the unprocessed gene in the mitochondrial genome of any of the Alismatales representatives examined here (or in any other angiosperm studied so far). It has been proposed that if homologous recombination is responsible for integration of a cDNA copy into the genome, the only site for recombination would be the gene copy that originally produced the transcript ([@evw148-B16]), making the co-existence of both copies highly unlikely. In addition, plant mitochondrial genomes tend to retain a single allele per gene, as has been shown in the case of hybrids, cybrids ([@evw148-B48]), and mtDNA that acquired mitochondrial genes by horizontal transfer ([@evw148-B3]; [@evw148-B37]). This may indicate that even in the rare case in which a processed paralog is inserted in a different location than that of the original gene copy, as has been shown for a short fragment of *nad*1 in some Alismatales ([@evw148-B11]), one of the copies will rapidly degenerate.

In several species of Hydrocharitaceae, we found instances (as in *nad*7 and *cox2*) that might initially be interpreted as if a native copy had been replaced by a completely processed paralog, as the whole gene has lost its introns and edited sites. However, a more detailed analysis shows that intron removal has been a gradual process, with adjacent introns being lost at different times in the evolution of the group, pointing instead to several rounds of retroprocessing (see below) or, as in the case of *cox*2, for intron loss mediated by a mechanism different than the RT-model (*cox*2i373), followed by one or more rounds of retroprocessing (removal of *cox*2i691, plus removal of the edited sites).

A second variant of the RT-mediated model also involves retroprocessing with a fully edited copy, but as a localized event, affecting only part of the original gene ([fig. 1](#evw148-F1){ref-type="fig"} var. A). In most cases of reported retroprocessing, the pattern of edited site loss is consistent with this model ([@evw148-B17]; [@evw148-B24]; [@evw148-B19]; [@evw148-B45]; [@evw148-B50]). This model is also the best supported by our data, with affected sequence regions ranging in size from a few bases to approximately 1 kb ([table 4](#evw148-T4){ref-type="table"}), or a whole gene fragment flanked by two *trans*-spliced introns, as the case of the *nad*1 exons 2 and 3. In mammalian nuclear genomes, conversion events between duplicated sequences are frequently short (\< 500 bp, average close to 200 bp) ([@evw148-B31]), so it is possible that localized retroprocessing may explain at least some of the seven cases of intron loss where adjacent edited sites are not removed if the inserted cDNA fragments are simply confined to regions between but not including edited sites. The maximum possible length of the potentially inserted fragments (164--703 bp) would make four cases easily explained by localized retroprocessing, whereas the remaining three cases with fragments being very short (63--78 bp) may be more doubtful ([table 5](#evw148-T5){ref-type="table"}).

A third variant also suggests that retroprocessing can occur with a partially processed cDNA copy, but in addition, the time sequence in which RNA editing and splicing occur becomes relevant ([fig. 1](#evw148-F1){ref-type="fig"}, var. B). If editing occurs before splicing, there will be more cases of genes having no edited sites, but a conserved number of introns, whereas if splicing occurs before, edited sites will tend to remain when introns are removed. Although we know that not all sites of RNA editing are edited simultaneously, it has been shown in other angiosperms that most of the editing activity occurs before or in parallel with intron splicing ([@evw148-B7]; [@evw148-B23]), indicating that it is possible to find intron-bearing processed copies (as we have seen mostly in the *nad*4 gene, see below). In contrast, although RNA editing seems to be needed in order to facilitate splicing, it has been shown that full RNA editing is not a prerequisite for splicing ([@evw148-B7]). In fact, the editing of some few sites seems to be dependent of intron splicing, for example, the presence of intron inhibits RNA editing in some sites, such as the edited site closest to the intron--exon borders in *nad*7 ([@evw148-B30]). This indicates that depending of the maturation stage of the precursor RNA when it is retrotranscribed, the resulting cDNA copies could either conserve introns, or some few edited sites.

As mentioned above, particularly in *nad*4, we found a number of cases where editing has been lost, but the intron remains (even though in most cases the intron is subsequently lost in the evolution of the group, [fig. 2](#evw148-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Besides this model where recombination occurs with a partially processed copy, alternative scenarios of intron presence in what looks like a fully processed copy (or part of it) should be considered.

Why Are Some Group II Introns Present in Genes That Otherwise Seem to Be Retroprocessed?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Theoretically, a retroprocessed gene copy could gain an intron by insertion. This scenario, however, is highly improbable and calls for a mobile intron able to invade an intron-free gene copy. Although some group II introns may be autocatalytic, a homing mechanism for these introns seems to be lost in seed plant mitochondria ([@evw148-B1]; [@evw148-B4]).

A second possibility is that recombination between the gene and the cDNA copy is strongly suppressed upstream of the intron, as recombination involving both exons is needed in order to remove the intron. This has been suggested to occur in other groups (e.g., *Chlamydomonas*; [@evw148-B38]; [@evw148-B39]). However, this again does not explain cases in which the adjacent upstream intron is removed, because the suppression in recombination in an exon will, in principle, affect both adjacent introns. To complicate the situation further, it has been shown that some group II introns are needed for the correct splicing of other group II introns ([@evw148-B44]), affecting the splicing order and the intron retention through evolutionary time. In a recent study, it was found that the plastid *ycf*3 intron 1 is needed for the correct splicing of *ycf*3 intron 2. Plants that have lost the *ycf*3 intron 1 have a low fitness, caused by the defective splicing of *ycf*3 intron 2. However, in plants where the *ycf*3 intron 2 is lost first, the *ycf*3 intron 1 is no longer needed and is readily lost ([@evw148-B44]).

As mentioned above, in some of the cases of initial intron retention, the intron in question has been lost subsequently. This observation is consistent with inferred events among members of the Caryophyllales, where the loss of editing preceded the loss of the *rps*3 intron in Amaranthaceae and Achatocarpaceae ([@evw148-B26]). These authors suggested that intron presence might have an impact on gene expression, affecting particularly the ability to correctly edit the transcript. This inference may be supported by the fact that mRNAs of modified mitochondrial genes from which introns have been removed are less frequently edited than RNAs transcribed from the original intron-bearing genes ([@evw148-B7]). In accordance with this, there is evidence for differential status between un-spliced and spliced RNA in the *cox*2, *nad*4, and *nad*7 genes of several plant species ([@evw148-B52]; [@evw148-B30]). Following this hypothesis, in a gene that has lost RNA edited sites, the presence of introns would become superfluous, and their subsequent loss inconsequential to gene expression. If so, the removal of edited sites is a precondition for intron loss, which may be an alternative explanation for the correlation between lack of editing and lack of intron. However, a mechanism of intron loss under these proposed scenarios still needs to be determined.

In summary, in the present study, we show strong evidence for an RT-mediated process as the most plausible model to explain intron loss in the Alismatales and possibly in many other plant groups. Our results do not support horizontal gene transfer followed by gene conversion as a mechanism of intron loss, thus questioning the generality of this model. However, as only very few groups of plants have been investigated, it would be useful to study intron loss in a wider taxonomic context.
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======================

[Supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw148/-/DC1) is available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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[^3]: Edited sites lost in the area homologous to the two adjacent exons/Edited sites present in the intron-bearing MRCA of the group in question.

[^4]: Edited sites lost in a continuous stretch downstream the area of intron loss.

[^5]: Edited sites lost in a continuous stretch upstream the area of intron loss.

[^6]: Calculated as the stretch between the last edited site present in the MRCA upstream of the region of possible retroprocessing and the first edited site downstream that region.

[^7]: Calculated as the stretch between the most upstream and the most downstream edited site lost by retroprocessing event.

[^8]: No edited sites are present in one of the exons in the intron-bearing MRCA, impeding estimate the minimum stretch of the retroprocessing in that exon. A minimum stretch was only calculated for one exon, indicated by the symbol \>.

[^9]: Edited sites lost in the area homologous to the two adjacent exons/Edited sites present in the intron-bearing MRCA of the group in question.

[^10]: Distance from the closest edited sites to the position of intron in other taxa.

[^11]: Refers to the order Alismatales except for families Araceae and Tofieldiaceae.

[^12]: Edited sites lost in the two adjacent exons/edited sites present in the intron-bearing MRCA of the group in question.

[^13]: Refers to the position of the exon showing reduced number of edited sites respect to the *trans*-spliced intron.
